
Supervisor Meeting Minutes 9 
 
Date & Time: 14 Mar 2019, 14:00 PM  -  15:00 PM 
Venue: SIS Room 4048 
Attendees: Aloysius, Anthony, Eng Teck, Zhen Yao, Yi Fang,  Professor Hwee Xian 
Absentees: Samantha 
 

S/N Item Actions 

1 Agenda 
Project Progress Update 
Poster Demonstration 
 

 

2 Eng Teck briefed Professor Hwee Xian on the Project updates for this 
week. 
 
Firstly, Eng Teck briefly commented about the problem with the field trip, 
hence the team will be doing a different approach to the video by going to 
the port instead. 
 
Secondly, Eng Teck briefed Professor Hwee Xian on the project progress 
over the past week. 
 
Thirdly, the team informed Professor Hwee Xian of the finalised Signature 
process. The users will be uploading their Signature and Stamps in the 
signing session held by the surveyor. Professor Hwee Xian highlighted 
the offline sync conflict between the phone and the computer when they 
scan in the company stamp during the session as well as the photo. The 
team discussed with Professor Hwee Xian on the workabouts to this 
problem: 1) Using webcam on computer to submit photos 2) Prevent 
phone from submitted information by restricting it to certain pages 
(function to detect OS). 3) Display a warning to show that the data won't 
be updated. 
 
The team also clarified Prof Hwee Xian that the signing session will go 
through page by page, as the respective parties will sign once they 
verified the page as correct. 
 
Yi Fang moves on to talk about the suggestive Captioning function at the 
pictures tab. When the surveyor adds in the photos and start to type the 
caption, the application will automatically suggest sample captions that 
they can use or edit further. 
 
The team also showed off the Time Zone functionality incorporated into 
the application. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Team 



 
 
Finally the team ask for advice on the analytic function that could be 
added, but as the client didn’t need it, the team was unsure if they should 
still go ahead with it. Hwee Xian recommended the team to take a look at 
the FYP team (Royston) who worked with Scoot; they had done well even 
though they didn’t had a lot of technical complexity. 
 
Scalability options could include uploading massive number of 
photos/data and seeing if it still has a fast upload time. 
Could also compare the compression ratio of the photo size as well as the 
blob data size. 
 
For usability issues, Hwee Xian also asked if its possible to cache the 
web application into the native storage so the user would not need to 
open all the tabs before doing their job. Or to store the necessary files for 
the web app in native storage so there’s enough space to cache all the 
pages in the browser. Or to find out if the Cache API in google can 
alleviate the storage problem. 

3 Poster Demonstration 
 
Yi Fang showcased the poster to Professor Hwee Xian. 
 
Professor Hwee Xian mentioned that the technical complexity diagram 
wording is too small, relative to the surrounding elements. 
 
Professor Hwee Xian felt that the content is good and gave the approval 
for the rest of the photo. Prof Hwee Xian also mentioned that Fiona will be 
giving her own comments on the poster/videos as well and to take a look 
at it. 

 

5 Things to do:  
 
Done by: Anthony 
Vetted by: Toh Eng Teck 
 
 


